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Abstract
Printed electronics holds the promise of meeting the cost
and conformality needs of emerging disposable and ultra-low
cost margin applications. Recent printed circuits technologies
also have low supply voltage and can, therefore, be batterypowered. In this paper, we explore the design space of microprocessors implemented in such printing technologies - these
printed microprocessors will be needed for battery-powered
applications with requirements of low cost, conformality, and
programmability. To enable this design space exploration,
we first present the standard cell libraries for EGFET and
CNT-TFT printed technologies - to the best of our knowledge,
these are the first synthesis and physical design ready standard cell libraries for any low voltage printing technology.
We then present an area, power, and delay characterization
of several off-the-shelf low gate count microprocessors (Z80,
light8080, ZPU, and openMSP430) in EGFET and CNT-TFT
technologies. Our characterization shows that several printing applications can be feasibly targeted by battery-powered
printed microprocessors. However, our results also show the
need to significantly reduce area and power of such printed
microprocessors. We perform a design space exploration of
printed microprocessor architectures over multiple parameters - datawidths, pipeline depth, etc. We show that the best
cores outperform pre-existing cores by at least one order of
magnitude in terms of power and area. Finally, we show
that printing-specific architectural and low-level optimizations further improve area and power characteristics of low
voltage battery-compatible printed microprocessors. Programspecific ISA, for example, improves power, and area by up to
4.18x and 1.93x respectively. Crosspoint-based instruction
ROM outperforms a RAM-based design by 5.77x, 16.8x, and
2.42x respectively in terms of power, area, and delay.

1. Introduction
Computing devices and systems are pervasive today and have
an ever increasing footprint. Every major evolutionary step
in computing - from high performance computing, to personal computing, to mobile computing, and to internet-ofthings (IoTs) - has led to a quantum increase in the number
of computing devices and systems. Tens of billions of IoT
devices (wearables [38], implantables [100], sensors [108],
RFIDs [10], etc.), for example, are expected to be shipped in
next five years [106].
Surprising as it may sound, a vast set of domains - especially disposables with ultra-low cost margins and confor-
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mality requirements - still have not seen much proliferation
of computing. Example domains include 1) packaging [91]
and in-situ monitoring [32] for fast moving consumer goods
(FMCG), 2) patches for monitoring health [34, 77, 41, 43],
activity [88], posture [68], and sleep [117], 3) low-end healthcare products such as smart bandages [78], and 4) disposable
sensors for food [28], forensics [33], pharmaceuticals [69],
agriculture [55], and environment [66].
The primary reasons why such domains have not seen significant penetration of computing are cost and conformality.
Consider cost. While silicon costs are already quite low (one
can buy a microcontroller today for less than a dollar [2]; one
can buy Java cards for low tens of cents [1]), they are still
considerably higher than the cost needs for some of these
domains. For example, for item-level tagging applications
(e.g., in packaging), electronics needs to be as cheap as a barcode (sub-cents [95]). An empty beer bottle [7], an empty
soda can [8], or a single bandage [9] cost only a few cents.
The corresponding electronics needed to make them “smart”,
again, need to cost less than a cent. High manufacturing, packaging, testing, and assembly costs of silicon have prevented
sub-cent costs. Similar argument holds true for conformality
as well - many applications [99, 20, 118, 125] have stretchability, porosity, and flexibility requirements that cannot be met
by silicon.
There has been considerable interest in printed electronics
technology, as a way to target disposables and ultra-low cost
margin domains, especially with conformality needs. Printing
technologies, especially those based on maskless and additive
processes, can dramatically reduce the cost of manufacturing [103] as well as production timeline. Several printing technologies (e.g., inkjet printing) can also be portable (“fab-in-abox”) which reduces cost even further since a circuit can be
manufactured on-demand at the point-of-use. Printed electronics can also be flexible [17], stretchable [114], porous [112],
and non-toxic - these attribute make printed electronics even
better fit for several disposable ultra-low-cost applications
such as smart packaging and on-body patches.
While some of the above benefits of printing have been
known for quite some time, some relatively recent developments have made printed electronics particularly attractive.
Past research on printed devices largely focused on displays
and OLEDs [62] as target applications. Unsurprisingly, corresponding transistors had high supply voltage (e.g., > 5 V)
and poor mobility values, making them a poor fit for batterypowered applications. Technologies such as carbon nanotube
based thin-film transistor (CNT-TFT)[67] have emerged re-

cently that have low supply voltage and relatively high electron mobility (Table 1). This has opened a gateway for printed
battery-powered applications. Most disposable ultra-low-cost
applications discussed above fall in this category. Furthermore,
while prior work on printed electronics was largely focused
on organic transistors, several transparent oxide-based inorganic printed technologies [113, 120] have emerged recently.
Transparent oxides have much higher (one order of magnitude) mobilities than organic semiconducting polymers [36].
Also, compared to the conventional inorganic channel based
TFTs that have high operating voltages (> 30 V) and very low
mobility values (< 1 cm2 /Vs) [89], the new inorganic technologies (e.g., electrolyte-gated FET - EGFET) have much
better supply voltage and mobility characteristics (Table 1),
making them much better fit for battery-powered applications.

microprocessors in low voltage printed technologies. It is
not surprising since such exploration requires Process Design Kits (PDKs) that have started becoming available only
recently [124, 98, 122, 13, 16]. In fact, to the best of our
knowledge, there does not exist any synthesis and physical
design ready standard cell library for low voltage printed electronics. Such a library is a pre-requisite for an architectural
exploration.
Our study produces several architectural insights. First,
since DFFs are considerably more expensive than combinational cells for EGFET/CNT-TFT (Table 2), the best printed
microprocessor cores are single-stage pipelines (Figure 7).
Second, large DFF overheads encourage printed processor
designs without a register file. Third, to support cores without
registers, memory-memory ISA becomes an attractive ISA
choice for printed microprocessors (Figure 6). Alternatives
such as stack-based ISA have high overhead due to the high
overhead of RAM-based stack implementation (RAM is considerably more expensive than ROM in EGFET/CNT-TFT
- Table 6). Similarly, CISC ISAs have high gate and DFF
count and are difficult to implement in single cycle. Fourth,
a Harvard organization fits better than a Von-Neuman organization since it allows instructions to be placed in a dense
crosspoint-based ROM (Section 6). Fifth, on-demand fabrication enabled by technologies such as inkjet printing enable
program-specific processors (Section 7).
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We present (Section 3) standard cell libraries for EGFET
and CNT-TFT printed technologies. To the best of our
knowledge, these are the first synthesis and physical design
ready standard cell libraries for any low voltage printing
technology. These libraries, made public for broader use1 ,
are critical for design space exploration of battery-powered
printed microprocessors
• We present (Section 4) an area, power, and delay characterization of low gate count microprocessors (Z80, light8080,
ZPU, openMSP430) in EGFET and CNT-TFT technologies.
Our characterization shows that several printing applications
can be feasibly targeted by battery-powered printed microprocessors. Our results also show the need to significantly
reduce area and power of such printed microprocessors.
• We perform (Section 5) a design space exploration of printed
microprocessor architectures over multiple parametersdatawidths, pipeline depth, etc. We show that the best cores
outperform pre-existing cores by at least an order of magnitude in terms of area and power. Our exploration also
discovers interesting tradeoffs that can guide optimization
of battery-powered printed processors.
• We show (Section 8) that printing-specific architectural
and low-level optimizations can be used to further improve power and performance characteristics of batterypowered printed microprocessors. Program-specific ISA

Table 1: Comparison between different printed/flexible electronics
technologies in terms of operating voltage and mobility (OTFT = Organic Thin-Film Transistor, IOTFT = Inorganic Thin-Film Transistor)
for inkjet and shadow mask printing

Process
Technology
EGFET [12]
IOTFT [89]
OTFT [85]
OTFT [18]
OTFT [57]

Processing
Route
Inkjet
Solution/inkjet
Inkjet
Inkjet
Gravure-inkjet

Operating
Voltage [V]
<1
40
30
50
15

Mobility
[cm2 /Vs]
126 [37]
1
2e−4
0.02
1

Carbon
Nanotube [97]
OTFT [16]
SAM OTFT [64]
OTFT [84]

Solution/
shadow mask
Shadow mask
Shadow mask
Shadow mask

1-2

25 [67]

5-10
2
20-40

0.16
0.5
11

In this work, we focus on printed microprocessors. There
are several reasons to consider printing microprocessors. Although printing reduces the manufacturing costs, overall cost
may still be dominated by design, test, and verification costs. A
printed microprocessor helps amortize these costs over greater
volume compared to any printed application-specific design.
Second, programmability may still be important, even in disposable and ultra-low cost margin domains, -e.g., consider the
ability to change prices of FMCG items on shelves, the ability
to change monitoring frequency and monitored characteristics
based on acquired data, the ability to tune learning algorithms
for a specific person, etc. Finally, in a sensor-based application, if the sensor is to be printed (perhaps due to conformality,
customizability, or cost benefits), it may often make sense to
print a microprocessor alongside the printed sensor to enable
near-sensor computing on the printed sensor data (e.g., for
latency, energy, privacy, or security reasons), while reducing
the integration costs of the final system (i.e., benefit of using a
single process for all components of the system).
No prior work has explored the design space of printed

1 https://www.github.com/PrintedComputing
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(Section 7), for example, improves power and area by up to
4.18x and 1.93x respectively, with minor variation in fmax .
Crosspoint-based instruction ROM (Section 6) outperforms
a RAM-based design by 5.77x, 16.8x, 2.42x respectively in
terms of power, area, and delay.

standard Dimatix Materials Printer DMP-2831 (Figure 3) used
to print EGFET-based [72] circuits costs less than 50000 dollars. In contrast, hundreds of millions of dollars are needed for
even the older silicon foundries [46]. The promise of printing
is that these low fabrication costs can be used to target disposable and ultra-low cost margin application domains. Once
stretchability, flexibility, porosity, and non-toxicity benefits
of printed circuits are considered, printed electronics become
compelling for several applications.
Prior work on printing active electronics has largely focused
on fabricating simple circuits (e.g., basic digital blocks [115,
65], ring-oscillators [44, 11, 59, 127], amplifiers [14, 63]
Digital-to-Analog and Analog-to-Digital converters [14, 116],
shift registers [67] and memories [123, 51]. The closest related
work on printed or conformal processors are [80, 79, 16, 49].
The processor reported in the [80] is an 8-bit microprocessor
fabricated on a flexible substrate. It operates at 10 V with a
back-gate voltage of 50 V which is prohibitively high for the
battery-powered applications that we are interested in. The
other processor [79] is also an 8-bit microprocessor with a
programmable write-once, read-many (WORM) memory. It is
52x faster than [80]. However, the typical supply voltage is the
same (12 V) with a minimum of 6.5 V that makes it inadequate
for battery-powered applications. Also, both [80] and [79] use
relatively expensive fabrication equipment compared to the
inkjet printing process, making them less attractive for lowcost applications. The work in [16] is focused on architectural
optimization of an organic thin-film transistor (OTFT)-based
biodegradable processor. However, the technology is based
on shadow mask process with a typical supply voltage range
between 5 V to 10 V. Such high voltages may not be compatible with the needs of battery-powered applications. Also,
shadow mask-based printing is subtractive, making it considerably more expensive than additive inkjet-based EGFET-based
designs that we primarily focus on. Hills et al [49] present a
16-bit CNTTFT-based microprocessor based on RISC-V instruction set. Again, the printing technology involves subtractive processing steps. Another related project is PlasticARM
[105], a 10,000 gate NMOS-based SOC (32-bit CPU, memory and peripherals) research prototype on plastic substrate.
However, not many other details are public.
There is some related work on PDKs for printing technologies [124, 98, 122, 13, 16]. However, most of them do not
include a synthesis and physical design standard cell library,
which is crucial for digital circuit design and evaluation.

2. Background and Related Work
Printed electronics is an all-encompassing term used to denote
a set of emerging printing technologies which enable flexible,
on demand, and low-cost fabrication process for electronic
devices on various substrates [21]. Printing technologies are
broadly divided into two categories (Figure 1). Some printing
technologies are based on purely additive manufacturing process, while others employ subtractive process as well [15]. In
the subtractive process, a series of additive (deposition) and
subtractive (etching) steps are involved, similar to the silicon
based processing. The subtractive process is relatively expensive compared to the additive process as it involves highly
specialized processing, expensive equipment, and infrastructure [14]. On the other hand, only deposition steps are involved
in the additive manufacturing process. Transistors, passive
components, and interconnects are realized by depositing material layer-by-layer. Fully-additive printed electronics (e.g.,
inkjet-printed EGFET), in general, are slower compared to the
subtractive-based printed technologies (e.g., solution/shadow
mask-printed CNT-TFT).
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Figure 1: (a) Subtractive based printing process (b) Fullyadditive inkjet printed process

Printed electronics do not compete with silicon-based electronics in terms of integration density, area and performance.
Typical frequencies achieved by printed circuits are in the
range of few Hz to a few kHz [44, 11]. Similarly, the feature
size tends to be several microns [72, 67, 115].
The input voltage of printed electronics can range from
over 10 V [73, 65] to less than 1 V [72, 115] for ion gel or
electrolyte-gated technologies (Table 1), making these recent
technologies suitable for battery-powered applications.
The cost of fabricating printed circuits can be considerably
lower than the cost of silicon-based circuits. As an example, a

3. Enabling Standard Cell-based Design of Low
Voltage Printed Microprocessors
In this section, we provide an overview of two low-voltage
printing technologies - EGFET [12] and CNT-TFT [67] - with
considerably different tradeoffs. While EGFET printing is
fully additive (inkjet-based), and low cost, CNT-TFT is subtractive, higher cost, and considerably more performant. We
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to 10um (<5um using printers such as Ceradrop F-Series ,
but start seeing short-channel effects. Measured yield for our
EGFET devices is 90-99%.
3.1.1. Standard Cell Library for EGFET The published
work on standard cell libraries for EGFET-printed technology [86, 71, 87] focuses only on combinational logic gates
(NOT, NAND and NOR). Since these libraries do not have
sequential logic gates (latch and flip-flop) and tri-state buffers,
we cannot use the existing libraries for synthesis or physical
design of microprocessors. Nor can these libraries be used for
the architectural design space exploration and/or to perform
optimization on printed microprocessors. Also, in the existing
libraries, the compact models for EGFET are not based on
purely physical parameters[86, 71].
We developed a EGFET standard cell library containing
NOT (INVX1), 2-input NAND (NAND2X1), 2-input NOR
(NOR2X1), 2-input AND (AND2X1), 2-input OR (OR2X1),
2-input XOR (XOR2X1), 2-input XNOR (XNOR2X1),SRLatch (LATCHX1), D Flip-Flop (DFFX1), D Flip-Flop with
asynchronous reset (DFFNRX1) and tri-state buffer (TSBUFX1) cells.3 To characterize delay and power, we enhanced
previously published EGFET compact models using measurement proven capacitance values (measured from the printed
EGFETs) - [31, 30] describe how to extract and accurately
model the gate-capacitance using measured data. These models are then used to characterize standard cells. The delay
and power values of the characterized cells are verified with
measured delay and power values of the printed logic circuits,
whenever applicable4 . Additionally, the layout of the missing
sequential gates were drawn and added in the PDK. Typical
characteristics of all logic gates are reported in the Table 2.
Of particular note is the high overhead of DFF due to its
implementation in transistor-resistor logic. This overhead impacts several architectural decision for rinted microprocessors
(Section 5).

S

Figure 2: The cross-section, top-view and printed top-gate EGFET
(channel width W = 200 µm and length L = 40 µm).

Dimatix Materials Printer
DMP-2831

Probe Station

Figure 3: The Dimatix materials printer and probe station we used
for printing and characterization of EGFET based circuits, respectively.

also describe the standard cell libraries we developed for these
technologies - to the best of our knowledge, these are the first
synthesis and physical design ready standard cell libraries for
any low voltage printed technology.
3.1. Electrolyte-Gated Field-Effect Transistors (EGFET)
Technology: Overview
Our electrolyte-gated field effect transistors use inorganic
semiconducting inks and replace the dielectric with a solid
composite electrolyte[12]. Since electrolyte gating leads to
high gate capacitance [37], it can drastically reduce the supply
voltage (< 1 V) [11, 25, 109, 27, 26]. Additionally, the printed
inorganic oxide semiconductors for the channel material offer
high field-effect mobility [37]. The typical threshold voltage
(Vth ) of EGFET is 0.17 V which makes it a promising candidate for battery-powered applications. The EGFET is prepared
on glass-substrate by printing the channel material (In2O3)
between the indium tin oxide (ITO) source and drain electrodes. The primary reason to use In2O3 is its higher intrinsic
mobility (126cm2 /Vs for In2O3 vs 47.1cm2 /Vs for ZnO and
96.4cm2 /Vs for Tin-Oxide). Next, electrolyte is inkjet printed
as gate isolation over the channel region. Finally, the top-gate
material PEDOT:PSS2 is printed on top of the electrolyte. The
cross-section view of the EGFET with the materials stack, topview, and an optical picture of the printed EGFET are shown
in Figure 2. In our work, all printed layers are printed using
Dimatix DMP-2831 materials printer (Figure 3).
In EGFET technology, only n-type devices are available
as no reliable p-type inkjet printed EGFET has been realized
yet [35]. This prohibits the use of Pseudo-CMOS as NMOSbased Pseudo-CMOS consumes excessive power compared
to transistor-resistor logic. The circuits are hence fabricated
in transistor-resistor logic where the resistor is used for the
pull-up logic while EGFET is used for the pull-down logic.
Typical EGFET channel length is 60um; we can scale down
2 poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

3.2. Carbon Nanotube (CNT) Thin-Film Transistor Technology: Overview
Carbon nanotube (CNT) thin-film transistor (TFT) is a promising candidate for high-performance printed electronics due
to high field-effect mobility, mechanical flexibility and compatibility with low cost printing processes [45]. However, it
suffers from low device yield and mismatching between the
p- and n-type TFTs [67]. As a result, usually p-type TFTs
are used to design circuits in the CNT-TFT technology. The
performance characteristics of the CNT-TFT based circuits are
improved through pseudo-CMOS [50] design which decreases
the leakage power and improves the symmetry between the
rise and fall delays of the logic gates. Multiple digital and
analog circuits based on CNT-TFT are reported in the litera3 We also developed an X4 library; however, we perform all analysis in
this paper using X1 library due to lower leakage
4 We printed and measured (Figure 3) NOT, NAND, NOR, XOR and latch
circuits.

polystyrene sulfonate
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Table 2: Characteristics of standard cells for EGFET at VDD
1 V and CNT-TFT at VDD = 3 V

=

Area mm2
Energy nJ Rise Delay µs Fall Delay µs
EGFET CNT EGFET CNT EGFET CNT EGFET CNT
INVX1
0.224 0.002 9.8
0.093 1212 0.058 174
2.9
NAND2X1 0.247 0.003 12.1
10.01 1557 0.088 986
7.99
NOR2X1 0.399 0.003 580
18.61 1830 0.108 904
3.65
AND2X1 0.433 0.005 584.1 18.35 2101 0.171 1284 8.05
OR22X1 0.563 0.005 603
21.33 2040 0.121 1271 4.10
XOR2X1 1.04
0.012 1460 36.7 5474 1.908 4982 5.65
XNOR2X1 1.34
0.014 1510 37.1 6159 2.118 3420 5.97
LATCHX1 0.58
0.006 624
19.55 2643 0.221 942
3.75
DFFX1
1.41
0.018 2360 41.5 6149 3.78 3923 4.19
DFFNRX1 2.77
0.042 3941 50.7 5935 8.61 4453 8.77
TSBUFX1 0.446 0.003 597
19.5 2553 0.109 1004 2.83
Cell Name

ture [67].
3.2.1. Standard Cell Library for CNT-TFT Prior work [97]
developed a compact model for the CNT-TFT which has been
verified with the measurement data. The Verilog-A model with
some circuit examples is also available online [96]. However,
no open-source PDK for the CNT-TFT technology is available.
We extended the CNT-TFT model to develop a standard cell
library for CNT-TFT technology.
The CNT-TFT standard cell library is developed by designing and characterizing the pseudo-CMOS design based logic
gates. The library has the same cells as the EGFET standard library. As reported in [67], the typical supply voltage (VDD ) for
CNT-TFT is 3 V. The area of the standard-cells are estimated
by drawing the layout of the CNT-TFT. Typical characteristics
of all logic gates in the CNT-TFT standard library are reported
in the Table 2. Note that CNT-TFT cells are much smaller,
faster, and lower energy than EGFET, but also need high input
voltage and high cost for printing (shadow mask vs inkjet for
EGFET).
We have open-sourced both EGFET and CNT-TFT standard
cell libraries1

4. Understanding Characteristics of Existing
Microprocessors in Low Voltage Printed
Technologies
With the availability of standard cell libraries (Section 3), we
are now ready to characterize the area, power and delay characteristics of some existing microprocessors in low voltage
printed technologies. Since we aim to target disposable and
ultra-low-end applications, which need to be powered by small
batteries, we picked four ultra-low-power (ULP) microcontrollers for our characterization: openMSP430, Z80, light8080,
and ZPU. The openMSP430 is a synthesizeable 16-bit microcontroller compatible with the Texas Instruments’ MSP430
family. The Z80 is a 8-bit microcontroller from Zilog introduced in 1976 (and still in production!)[110] as an embedded
processor in devices such as TI-83 and TI-84 series of graphing calculators. light8080 is a low gate count open-source
version of Intel 8080. Zylin’s ZPU is a 32 bit microprocessor

with a stack-based ISA [111].
Table 4 shows the results. We observe that the maximum
operating frequency ( fmax ) of the EGFET printed cores is high
enough for several printed applications (Table 3) considering
their low duty cycle and sampling requirements (e.g., light
level sensor, food temperature sensor, alcohol sensor, body
temperature sensor, timer, etc.). In order to target other applications, higher performance is needed. CNT-TFT cores can
meet the performance requirement for all applications. However, CNT-TFT suffers from high cost (shadow-mask printing
vs inkjet-printing for EGFET) and high power. It also needs
relatively high input voltage (3 V typical vs 1 V typical for
EGFET) which may limit the power sources that can be used.
In general, power consumption of the existing microprocessors in printed technologies is high. Figures 4 and 5 show the
potential lifetimes of the four microprocessors for four different printed batteries (e.g., Molex 90 mA printed battery [76],
Bluespark 30 mA [102], Zinergy’s 12 mA [126] and Bluespark 10 mA [101]). We see that the lifetime for these existing
microcontrollers is only a few hours for both printed technologies (less than 2 hours for all the microprocessors for the
CPU duty cycle of 1.0). This may be good enough for some
applications that have low duty cycle (e.g., blood pressure
sensor, odor sensor, trace metal sensor, etc.). However, for
other applications that require high uptime (e.g. some pressure
sensor, light sensor, humidity sensor, smart bandages, etc., applications), these microprocessors will not be adequate. Also,
several printed batteries have maximum power ≤ 30 mW, thus
the preexisting cores will require multiple batteries to run at
nominal frequency.
Area is also prohibitively high for these pre-existing microprocessors, especially in EGFET technology. Microprocessors
with much lower gate count may be needed to address the area
and power concerns with printed microprocessors.
In fact, area and power concerns are much worse. Programs
need to be stored in an instruction memory which itself will
consume area and power. Considering that ULP microprocessors typically have a relatively simple ISA, programs may
not be compact and, therefore, the overhead of the instruction memory may be large. This is especially true for the
stack-based ZPU. Other cores have more complicated ISAs
implemented with a large number of controller states, and
consequently have a high CPI (Table 4). Later (Section 8)
we discuss how some of these preexisting cores exceed 108 J
(30 mA × 3.6 ks × 1 V) energy budget of a printed battery even
for simple benchmarks.
Table 5 shows that the area and power overhead of instruction memory is significant when we store the program in a
EGFET RAM.5 Moreover, instruction memory really needs be
implemented as a read-only memory (ROM) for most printed
applications - we will discuss in Section 6 how to implement
5 In order to generate programs, we used msp430-gcc compiler for openmsp430 [3], sdcc [4] compiler for Z80 and light8080, and zpugcc toolchain
[5] for ZPU
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low area and power overhead, non-volatile instruction memory
for low voltage printed applications.

requirements as well as the cost of implementing data and
instruction memories can differ in printed systems (Section 6),
the ISA should be implementable as a Harvard architecture.
Due to the large size and energy cost of memories (Section 6),
data and program size will be constrained. So, the ISA does
not need to support large address spaces. It must allow compact programs for the target applications. Contrast this against
the ISAs of the four cores characterized in the previous section. While Z80 and light8080 ISAs have an excessive number
of instructions and addressing modes, ZPU’s data width exceeds the precision requirement of many printed applications
(Table 3), and its stack-based ISA often necessitates large
memories. The openMSP430 is prohibitively large in EGFET,
not the least due to an ISA supporting seven addressing modes.

5. Exploring Design Space of Low Voltage
Printed Microprocessors
In this section, we aim to design low gate count microprocessors that are better suited to the needs of printed applications.
requirements of inkjet printed ISAs. We first describe a new
ISA designed for inkjet printed cores. We then present results
of design space exploration performed around this new ISA.
The same ISA is used for evaluation of CNT-TFT cores.
5.1. Tiny Printed ISA
An instruction set architecture for an inkjet printed microprocessor must have certain characteristics. Since printed cells
are large (Table 2), the ISA must be implementable with a
simple, low gate-count microarchitecture (discouraging use
of CISC ISAs that have high gate and DFF count and are
difficult to implement in single cycle; this also discourages
use of stack-based ISAs that need expensive RAM-based implementation of stack). Since DFFs are expensive (Table 2),
the ISA must minimize use of registers (encouraging use of a
memory-memory ISA). Since both instruction and data length

In order to deal with the low gate count and small instruction memory constraints of battery powered inkjet printed
systems, we designed a two operand, memory-memory ISA
called ‘TP-ISA’ (Tiny Printed ISA) with a robust set of integer
arithmetic and logic operations (Figure 6). The instruction
chosen to be included in our ISA are widely used in various
applications (including most applications in Table 3). In fact,
TP-ISA’s arithmetic and logical instructions are a strict subset
of those provided by light8080, MSP-430 and Z80, while the
non-coalescing ones (see below) are a strict subset of those
provided by the 32-bit ZPU. Similar to a stack architecture, a
memory-memory ISA minimizes the number of power hungry
registers required. But unlike a stack architecture, a memorymemory ISA also allows for an expressive language which
leads to smaller program sizes. TP-ISA has three architectural
registers: an 8-bit program counter (PC), one or more 8-bit
base address registers (BAR), and a 4-bit flags register with
(S)ign, (Z)ero, (C)arry out, and o(V)erflow fields. Each TPISA instruction is 24-bits wide and contains a 4-bit opcode,
4-bits of control information, and two 8-bit operands, as seen
in Figure 6. TP-ISA supports up to 256 words of data memory.
Data memory may be of arbitrary width. To determine memory addresses for computation, the least significant bits of each
operand are used as offset from the address in a BAR register.
The appropriate BAR is selected by the most significant bits
of each instruction operand. Additionally, two instructions,
‘STORE’ and ‘SETBAR’ treat one of the instruction operands
as an immediate value.

Figure 4: Lifetime vs duty cycle period for EGFET for different
printed batteries.

The ALU supports most common arithmetic and logic instructions. In order to facilitate data coalescing, add with carry,
subtract with borrow, and left and right rotate through carry
instructions are supported. A population count instruction was
not implemented due to the large number of cells it requires
in our PDK relative to its expected utility (26 and 63 cells
for 8-bit and 32-bit population counts, respectively). We also
did not add shift instructions, only rotate instructions, as the
additional area of a barrel shifter is quite large (152 cells and
1109 cells for 8-bit and 32-bit respectively), and shifts do not
work gracefully with the ISA’s data coalescing scheme.

Figure 5: Lifetime vs duty cycle period for CNT_TFT for different printed batteries.
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Table 3: Example applications and their performance/precision requirements
Application
Blood Pressure Sensor [81]
Odor Sensor [81]
Heart Beat Sensor [81]
Pressure Sensor [40]
Light Level Sensor [81]
Trace Metal Sensor [61]
Food Temp. Sensor [81]
Alcohol Sensor [60]
Humidity Sensor [48]

Sample
Rate
(Hz)

Prec.
(bits)

<100
16-25
<4
1-5.5
<1
25
<1
1
10

8
8
1
12
16
16
16
8
16

Duty Cycle
Period

Application

Hours [22]
Minutes [83]
Seconds [104]
Continuous to Hours [94]
Continuous to Hours [24]
Minutes
5 minutes [6]
Single Use [75]
Continuous to Hours [93]

Body Temperature Sensor [81]
Smart Bandage [78]
Tremor Sensor [42]
Oral-Nasal Airflow [81]
Perspiration Sensor [61]
Pedometer [82]
Timer [53]
POS Computation [74]

Sample
Rate
(Hz)

Prec.
(bits)

<1
<0.01
<25
<25
<25
<25
1
<100

8
8
16
8
16
1
1
8

Duty Cycle
Period
Minutes [58]
Continuous to Hours [29]
Seconds [23]
Seconds
Minutes [119]
Seconds [82]
Single Use
Single Use [74]

Table 4: Specifications and characteristics of pre-existing CPUs

CPUs
openMSP430 [39]
Z80 [90] [70]
Light8080 [54]
ZPU_small [47]

datawidth Alu width

ISA

CPI

16-16
8-8
8-8
32-8

Register based
Enhanced Intel8080
Intel8080
Stack-based

1-6
3-23
5-30
4

Fmax (Hz)

Gate Count

Area (cm2 )

Power (mW)

(EGFET@1V/CNT-TFT@3V)

(EGFET@1V/CNT-TFT@3V)

(EGFET@1V/CNT-TFT@3V)

(EGFET@1V/CNT-TFT@3V)

4.07/15074
7.18/26064
17.39/57238
25.45/43442

12101/14098
5263/7226
1948/3020
2984/3782

56.38/0.69
25.28/0.34
11.15/0.17
15.82/0.21

124.4/1335.8
76.25/1204
41.7/1517
66.06/1596

Table 5: Instruction memory overhead for EGFET for different benchmarks, A: area in cm2 and P: power in mW

CPUs
MSP430
ZPU
Z80
light8080

Mult
A P
4.3 9.8
8.2 18
2.2 5.2
2.2 5.2

Div
A P
4.3 9.8
30 69
2.9 6.7
2.9 6.7

inSort
A P
10 24
4.9 11
2.4 5.6
2.6 6.1

intAvg
A P
6.3 14
11 25
1.8 4.1
1.8 4.1

tHold
A P
5.7 13
8.2 18
2.6 6
2.6 6

crc8
A P
7.3 16
13 31
14 33
14 33

dTree
A P
31 71
44 101
55 126
55 126
fmax in Hz, Area in cm2 and Power in mW. Cores are
described as pP_D_B where P is the number of pipeline stages, D
is the datawidth, and B is the number of base address registers, C:

Figure 7:

Combinational, R: Registers.

5.2. Design Space Exploration
With the ISA set, we performed design space exploration
across three dimensions: datawidth, pipeline depth, and BAR
count. We synthesized cores with data and ALU widths of 4,
8, 16, and 32 bits, with 1, 2, and 3 stage pipelines, and with
2 and 4 BARs using Synopsys Design Compiler 2019. In all
versions, BAR[0] is set to zero.
Figure 7 shows power, area, and maximum frequency of
TPISA cores. We see that TP-ISA enables low gate count
implementations. The largest TP-ISA core (a 32-bit, 3-stage
pipelined core with 4 BARs) is smaller than the smallest preexisting core (the 8-bit light8080). The smallest 8-bit TP-ISA
core is 5.2x smaller than the light8080.
Despite their small number of pipeline stages, the TP-ISA
cores have relatively high frequencies, with the fastest TPISA core (p1_4_4) running over 38% faster than the fastest
pre-existing core (light8080), and the slowest TP-ISA core
(p3_32_2) running faster than both the Z80 and openMSP430

Figure 6: Tiny printed ISA (TP-ISA) Instructions
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cores. CPI numbers for the TP-ISA cores are also better, with
worst case CPI being equal to the number of pipeline stages
(stalls are used to resolve data and control hazards).
The power consumed by the TP-ISA cores is significantly
less than the power consumed by the pre-existing cores, despite dynamic power being proportional to frequency. At
under 7 mW, the single-cycle 8-bit TP-ISA core consumes
under 20% of the power consumed by light8080 while boasting a far higher IPS. Similarly, the best 16-bit TP-ISA core
consumes 11.4% of the power consumed by the Z80 core with,
once again, a far higher IPS. The same pattern holds for 32-bit
cores as the best 32-bit TP-ISA core consumes only 7.4% of
the power of the ZPU-Small core.
We also observe that registers consume a significant fraction
of overall area and power. This directly follows from the high
cost of sequential logic cells compared to combinational logic
cells (Table 2) in printed technologies.

Table 6: Characteristics of EGFET Memory Devices, 2-bit ROM:
Printed-Dot encodes 2 bits, 4-bit ROM: Printed-Dot encodes 4 bits.

Component
1-bit RAM
1-bit ROM
2-bit ROM
4-bit ROM
2-bit ADC
4-bit ADC

Row Decoder

As observed in Section 4, RAM-based memory for printed
microprocessors could be expensive. While data memory sizes
tend to be small for printed applications, a simple ISA for
printed microprocessors can increase code size and, therefore,
area and power of instruction memory. Instruction memory
also has non-volatility requirements.

VDD
Out
Rsense

Instruction

ADC

Row Decoder

Read Address

Conductive Material
Metal Line
Crossover
(b)

Column Decoder
Single-bit IP-ROM

Active Power [µW]
16
2.77
1.87
3.01
56.8
306

Static Power [µW]
3.23
0.362
0.362
0.362
4.5
22.5

Delay [ms]
2.5
1.03
1.56
/
3.1
5.63
13.8

is read based on the read address. If the cross-point is shorted
then cross-point resistance is very low compared to the sensing
resistor and maximum voltage drop (logic HIGH) is read at the
sensing resistor. On the other hand, if the cross-point is open
(no conductive material printed), then the minimum voltage
drop (logic LOW) is sensed as the non-shorted cross-point
resistance is much higher compared to the resistance of the
sensing resistor. The output voltage level from each sub-block
becomes the instruction for the processor. Prior work [79]
on inkjet printing based programmable instruction memory
is based on a NOR architecture where a 4-to-16 line address
decoder is used to select a row in the printable write-onceread-many times (WORM) memory. Our proposed ROM has
an advantage in terms of the area as it requires only one transistor per row and one per column. Additionally the proposed
crossbar architecture is more dense, compared to the WORM
memory, as only passive structures are required to read the
cross-point value. The instruction memory reported in [79]
requires 815 transistors (+189 additional transistors to support
programming and interface) with the total area of 62.1 mm2 .
For the same memory size (16 × 9), our proposed architecture
requires 9 sub-blocks with 16 rows and 1 column per block
summing up to 220 transistors and 52 pull-up resistors. The
area of such memory is 20.42 mm2 which is roughly 13 the
area compared to the ROM architecture proposed in [79].
The density of the proposed instruction ROM can be increased by storing a multi-bit value in a printed dot (multi-level
cell - MLC). This can be achieved by varying the geometry of
the conductive material which will eventually change the resistance of the material. An analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
is used to distinguish among the different voltage values a
cross-point read could produce. We have successfully printed
instruction ROMs where each cross-point can represent up to
four bits. Table 6 lists the characteristics of our EGFET-printed
instruction ROM. Note over an order of magnitude benefit
from the proposed ROM design in terms of area over a RAMbased memory - this benefit is in addition to the non-volatility
benefits of the proposed design.
We have also designed an analogous CNT-TFT version of
instruction ROM where Logic HIGH is realized by fabricating a CNT-TFT with drain and gate terminal combined (also
known as a diode connected transistor), while logic LOW is
realized by having an open path in the memory matrix.
The data memory is realized using a conventional static
random-access memory (SRAM) architecture. The EGFET

6. Memory Design for Printed Microprocessors

Column Decoder

Area [mm2 ]
0.84
0.05
0.057
0.087
3.76
25.4

(a)
Multi-bit IP-ROM

Figure 9: (a) Inkjet printed resistor based Read Only Memory
architecture and (b) layout of the crossbar architecture.

Our read-only instruction memory for EGFET-based processors is based on a crossbar architecture (Figure 9) where
the cross-points are shorted by printing a conductive material
(such as PEDOT:PSS) to represent a bit-value. A sensing resistor is used in each sub-block to read the cross-point value.
The voltage drop on sensing resistor defines the cross-point
resistance value. The row and column decoders are shared
among all sub-blocks (each memory block has 8 sub-blocks).
Additionally, the sensing resister is also shared among all
columns to further reduce the area.
On an instruction fetch, the read address is decoded by the
row and column decoders. The cross-point, in each sub-block,
8

based single-bit SRAM cell characteristics are described in
Table 6.

Table 7: Size and number of architectural registers in Application
Specific TP-ISA variants.
Benchmark
CRC8
div
dTree
inSort
intAvg
mult
tHold

7. Program-specific ISA
Despite the simplicity of the TP-ISA cores, they are still unnecessarily large. For many programs, an eight bit address
space is excessive for instruction memory, data memory, or
both. This is an inefficiency which is unavoidable in silicon
based hardware (since the cost of manufacturing a programspecific microprocessor is prohibitive), but can be dealt with
in printed hardware by printing program-specific hardware.
Since the number of static instructions, N, is known at print
time, the program counter can be reduced from eight bits to
dlog2 Ne bits. Similarly, since data memory usage is known
at print time, the BAR registers may be reduced to dlog2 De
bits where D is the number of memory addresses used in the
program, or even removed entirely if unused. Further, flags are
only useful if they are used, and their usage is known at print
time. Thus unused bits of the flag register may be removed.
These three optimizations, easily automatable through static
program analysis, help alleviate the area and power consumed
by architectural registers and also reduce the amount of combinational logic (e.g. BAR select muxes and address resolution
logic may be removed).
We can also reduce the size of the instruction ROM by
targeting the size of the instruction operands. In the M-Type
instruction format (Figure 6), the address1 and address2 fields
need not be larger than the minimum size needed to hold the
largest address offset used. The same is true for the address
and immediate values of the S-Type instructions. In B-Type
instructions, the second operand must be at least as many
bits as the number of flag register bits used. Since the TPISA cores implement a Harvard architecture with fixed size
instruction words, this change has no significant impact on
the PC or instruction fetch hardware (other than narrowing its
width).
Table 7 shows the size and number of architectural registers
used by benchmark specific variants of TP-ISA. The versions
of the analyzed benchmarks are those meant to run on a core
whose native data width is the same as the programs data width
(i.e. mult8 for an 8-bit core), and which were originally written
for the 2 BAR ISA variant. The table reveals that for each
benchmark, the base TP-ISA has a large amount of unused
architectural state. Section 8 shows the overall power, area,
and performance benefits of a program-specific ISA.
Note that there is considerable amount of previous work on
customizing hardware for a given application [56, 52, 107].
Application-specific instruction processors (ASIPs) [19], for
example, add custom instructions to the base ISA (or sometimes pruning instructions from the base ISA). Much of that
work can be leveraged for optimization of program-specific
printed microprocessors with the added benefit that low fabrication cost of printed hardware allows a much more finegrained tuning for a given program (e.g., in the above discus-

PC Size
5
5
8
5
6
4
5

BAR Size
N/A
N/A
N/A
5
N/A
N/A
5

# of BARs
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

# of flags
1
2
1
2
0
1
1

Instruction Size
16 bits
20 bits
24 bits
18 bits
18 bits
20 bits
20 bits

sion, we perform a fine-grained customization of the number
and size of registers and operands).

8. Application-level Analysis of Printed Microprocessors
Now that we have a memory design for printed microprocessors, we are ready to perform application-level evaluations
where instructions are stored in the proposed ROM which is
just large enough to store exactly as many static instructions as
exist in the program. Data memory is implemented as a RAM
which contains exactly as many entries as are required by
the application (application data memory usage is discernible
from static analysis of the code).
Our benchmarks include multiply, divide, inSort, intAvg,
threshold, CRC8, and a decision tree. These benchmarks
are taken from [121], except for the last which is new. The
inSort, intAvg, and threshold benchmarks act on arrays of 16
data words stored in memory. The CRC8 kernel acts on a 16
byte data stream. For each benchmark other than CRC8, we
evaluated 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit versions of the benchmark.
The decision tree threshold parameters are effectively hardcoded into the program instructions, meaning they do not exist
in data memory. We designed the decision tree program to use
all 256 instruction words without data coalescing instructions.
Thus the 32-bit version of the benchmark is not executed by
16-bit cores, the 16-bit version is not executable by 8-bit cores,
etc.
Figure 8 displays benchmark level results for EGFET cores.
In the area and energy plots6 , bars are partitioned into four
color components which represent the contribution of combinational logic, registers, instruction memory, and data memory
to the overall area and energy consumption, respectively. In
the execution time plots, the bars are similarly partitioned
into color components representing the contribution of core
logic, instruction memory, and data memory on execution time.
Results are presented only for single cycle cores since our analysis showed that single stage pipelines always outperformed
multi-stage pipelines (due to high cost of registers). We evaluate both standard (non-program specific) TP-ISA cores as
well program-specific ISA cores.
For each benchmark, the standard (non-program specific)
TP-ISA cores whose datawidth is equal to the width of the
6 The

average simulated activity factor for our cores, required for computing energy calculation is 0.88calculated by Design Compiler.
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data outperform all other standard cores in terms of energy and
delay (e.g. the best performing core in 32-bit multiplication
is a 32-bit core). However, the data coalescing instructions
allow smaller than optimal cores to perform reasonably close
to the best cores in energy while maintaining a smaller area. It
is reasonable to believe that, given a TP-ISA program which
uses mixed width data, the smaller core will outperform the
larger core.
For each benchmark, the program-specific ISA core consumes less energy than all other cores, and uses less area than
all other cores which support the same datawidth. The energy
margin gained by using the application-specific core is benchmark dependent, but is generally substantial (2.59x-1.16x) on
8-bit benchmarks since the standard 8-bit cores have a higher
ratio of register to combinational logic elements than do 16-bit
and 32-bit cores.
Table 8 shows the number of times each benchmark can
be executed if powered by a 30 mA printed battery on the
most energy efficient standard TP-ISA core and the programspecific ISA core. The results in Table 8 suggest that inkjet
printed EGFET cores can be used to effectively target applications with duty cycles similar to the ones in Table 3, even
after the energy cost of attached printed sensors [93, 94, 92]
is considered.
While the presented results are for 1-bit instruction ROM,
using each crosspoint to represent multiple bits also has benefits. The effect of this optimization is seen in Figure 8 (dTreeROMopt), which shows the area, energy, and delay characteristics of the decision tree benchmark while using an MLC (2-bit)
instruction ROM. With 256 instruction words, using a 2-bit
MLC ROM cell reduces instruction memory area by almost
30%, with less than 1% increase in energy consumption per
iteration.
Benchmark level results of existing cores (not shown) further reveal that they are infeasible in inkjet printed EGFET.
The light8080 core takes 44.6 s and 3.66 J to execute an 8-bit
multiply, which is more than an order of magnitude worse
than the best TP-ISA core (but still better than Z80 and ZPU).
For 16-bit insertion sort, light8080, Z80, and ZPU have execution times exceeding 1000 s, and, in the case of Z80 and ZPU,
consume more energy than a 30 mA battery supplying 1 V can
store. Benchmark-level results (not shown) reveal CNT-TFT
TP-ISA cores, as expected, have orders of magnitude better performance and energy consumption than EGFET cores.
Thus, whenever cost allows (recall that shadow mask-based
CNT-TFT is considerably more expensive than inkjet-printed
EGFET), CNT-TFT cores may be useful for targeting applications with high duty cycles, where EGFET cores may either
be too slow to support the application, or consume too much
energy. CNT-TFT execution times are dominated by 302 µs
ROM access latencies, indicating a more complex microarchitecture including an instruction cache may be appropriate
for CNT-TFT. However, as in the core-level results, CNTTFT power consumption at nominal frequency exceeds the

Table 8: Maximum program iteration count for the most efficient
standard EGFET TP-ISA core (STD) and program-specific (PS) cores
for each benchmark, When cores are powered by a 1 V, 30 mA h battery. Power consumption incorporates core, ROM, and RAM power.

Benchmark
crc8
dTree
div
inSort
intAvg
mult
tHold

8-bit
STD
PS
158
367
12,087 20,203
2871
6404
237
299
4495
7987
3727
9689
5576
6465

16-bit
STD
PS

32-bit
STD
PS

7797
1005
139
2646
1268
3306

3865
260
62
1219
362
1500

10,997
1660
160
3480
2512
3680

4257
346
66
1427
516
1640

output of currently available printed batteries. Thus reducing the CNT-TFT cores clock period to match the instruction
ROM latency may be more appropriate. We also observe that
CNT-TFT cores benefit more from program-specific ISA than
EFGET cores due to the very high cost of CNT-TFT registers
relative to logic (Table 2).

9. Summary and Conclusion
Printed electronics holds the promise to meet the needs of
disposable, conformal, and ultra-low cost applications. Recent
printing technologies have low enough supply voltage that corresponding electronics can be battery-powered. In this paper,
we presented the first exploration of the design and optimization space for low voltage printed microprocessors. To enable
this exploration, we first developed the standard cell libraries
for EGFET and CNT-TFT printed technologies - these are the
first synthesis and physical design ready standard cell libraries
for any low voltage printing technology. We then presented an
area, power, and delay characterization of several off-the-shelf
low gate count microprocessors (Z80, light8080, ZPU, and
openMSP430) in EGFET and CNT-TFT technologies. Our
characterization showed that while several printing applications can be feasibly targeted by battery-powered printed microprocessors, significant area and power reduction is needed.
We performed a design space exploration of printed microprocessor architectures over multiple parameters - datawidths,
pipeline depth, etc. We showed that the best cores outperform pre-existing cores by at least one order of magnitude
in terms of power and area. Finally, we presented printingspecific optimizations that can be used to further improve area
and power characteristics of low voltage battery-compatible
printed microprocessors. Program-specific ISA, for example,
improves core power, and area by up to 4.18x and 1.93x respectively, and benchmark energy consumption by up to 2.59x.
Crosspoint-based instruction ROM outperforms a RAM-based
design by 5.77x, 16.8x, and 2.42x respectively in terms of
power, area, and delay.
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Figure 8: Benchmarks: Area cm2 , Energy mJ and Execution Time Sec for different cores. Cores are described as pP_D_B where P is the
number of pipeline stages, D is the datawidth, and B is the number of base address registers. C: Combinational, R: Registers, IM: Instruction
Memory, DM: Data Memory. The rightmost bars in each subfigure represent the program specific system.
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